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a b s t r a c t

Void growth and coalescence, known as main mechanisms of ductile fracture, are investigated for
irradiated FCC single crystals. Finite element simulations of voided unit cells are performed with a single
crystal plasticity model accounting for strain hardening and softening associated with irradiation-
induced defects. The simulations predict a rather brittle overall behavior for the voided irradiated sin-
gle crystal at high stress triaxiality, with a large amount of local plastic deformation, which is consistent
with experimental observations reported in the literature for stainless steels irradiated in fast reactors.
Compared with unirradiated single crystals, irradiated crystals exhibit a higher void growth rate leading
to an earlier void coalescence, which is caused by a stronger plastic slip localization in the region near the
voids.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Neutron irradiation of stainless steels leads to drastic modifi-
cations of mechanical properties, e.g., increase in yield stress,
decrease in ductility (uniform elongation) and decrease of strain
hardening capacity [1e3]. The changes of the mechanical proper-
ties depend on various parameters (virgin properties of steels,
irradiation temperature, irradiation spectrum, etc.) and are asso-
ciated with defect clusters induced by irradiation, such as Frank
loops, precipitates, vacancies and black dots [4e6]. Moreover,
neutron irradiation at low temperature generally causes a reduc-
tion in fracture toughness of stainless steels ([7,8] and references
therein). However, ductile fracture remains the dominant fracture
mechanism (see, e.g., [8e11]) especially for the steels irradiated up
to about 10e20 displacements per atom (dpa), even though non-
ductile modes have also been observed. Little [9] revealed a sig-
nificant loss of fracture toughness in solution treated Type 321
austenitic stainless steels after irradiation in Dounreay Fast Reactor
up to 43 dpa. The author found that the ductile mode was the
primary fracture mechanism after irradiation and that the ductile
dimples were much finer, initiating from irradiation-induced mi-
cro-sized TiC precipitates. Fukuya et al. [10] showed different
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fracture modes (ductile and non-ductile) under impact and tensile
tests for cold-worked 316 stainless steels irradiated up to 73 dpa in
a pressurized water reactor. The ductile mode corresponds to void
growth and coalescencewith very small final dimples (about 1 mm).
The non-ductile mode corresponds to intergranular fracture. In the
impact tests, purely ductile and ductile dominant modes were
observed on the steels irradiated up to 22 dpa and tested at 30 �C
and 150 �C. In the tensile tests with 1.1 � 10�4s�1 strain rate, the
steels tested at 320 �C displayed ductile fracturemodewith up to 73
dpa irradiation damage. Neustroev and Garner [11] investigated
fracture behavior of a titanium-stabilized stainless steel cut from
fuel pin claddings and fuel assembly wrappers of the fast reactor
BOR-60. The authors reported a transgranular cup-cone fracture
morphology for tensile specimens extracted from assembly wrap-
pers with high swelling (30%). The fracture surface exhibited fine
dimples which implied that failure proceeded by micropore coa-
lescence. They emphasized the large amount of local deformation
at the failure site, despite the highly reduced elongation at the
macroscopic level. Margolin et al. [8] studied fracture mechanisms
in titanium-stabilized austenitic steels taken from shield assem-
blies of BOR-60 reactor. The authors observed dimple fracture with
voids of size 2e10 mm nucleated from Ti carbonitrides for limited
swelling cases (swelling < 2% and irradiation damage up to 80e150
dpa). They also reported dimple fracture by growth and coalescence
of very small swelling voids (about 20 nm) for relatively high
swelling level (5e6%). These experimental observations clearly
demonstrate that ductile fracture occurs in irradiated stainless
steels for various irradiation conditions. It is hence of great
importance to develop models to describe ductile fracture pro-
cesses in these materials.

So far, few studies have been devoted to the modeling of ductile
fracture in irradiated steels. An attempt was made by Margolin and
his co-workers based on their continuous model developed for
fracture by void nucleation and growth in polycrystalline materials
[12]. They have proposed an improved version of the model to
predict fracture toughness and fracture strain of irradiated
austenitic steels accounting for stress triaxiality and irradiation
swelling [13,14]. The authors consider voids resulting from swelling
and voids nucleated from inclusions during plastic straining [8].
The first are small and embedded inside grains. In addition, it was
shown in Ref. [9] that ductile fracture in irradiated stainless steels
may also occur by void nucleation from irradiation-induced micro-
sized TiC precipitates. In all these cases, voids are smaller than a
grain. Therefore, it is important to consider void growth at the scale
of a single crystal (i.e., voids embedded in a grain) in the modeling
of ductile rupture. It has been shown in Refs. [15,16] that crystal-
lographic orientation has a significant effect on void growth and
coalescence in single crystals. Besides, deformation mechanisms in
the irradiated steels change due to irradiation-induced defects. In
particular, strong softening at the onset of plastic yielding has been
observed in irradiatedmaterials (see, e.g. Refs. [2,3]). Softeningmay
have an impact on the growth and coalescence of voids as shown
using unit cell calculation in the case of glassy polymers [17,18] and
rubber-toughened glassy polymers [19,20]. These studies evi-
denced the localization of plastic flow in the intervoid ligament of
the polymers due to softening.

In the present study, we aim at studying growth and coalescence
of pre-existing voids leading to transgranular ductile fracture of
irradiated austenitic stainless steels. These voids have a typical size
of about 20 nm and lie within the crystallographic grains. In the un-
irradiated material voids leading to ductile fracture are initiated at
relatively large inclusions (few mm) such as Ti carbonitrides
(stainless steels) or manganese sulfides (low carbon steels). These
primary defects are not considered in this work which focuses on
secondary voids caused by high irradiation levels. Other fracture
mechanisms observed in austenitic stainless steels irradiated up to
high damage dose are not considered, e.g. channel fracture [8,9]
and intergranular fracture [10]. To this end, void growth and coa-
lescence in single crystals are simulated by finite element method
within a finite strain framework of single crystal plasticity. Irradi-
ated and unirradiated single crystals are considered. The effect of
post-irradiation hardening on void growth and coalescence is
evaluated. To the authors' knowledge, these are the first simula-
tions of void growth and coalescence in irradiated single crystals.
The paper is organized as follows. The FE formulation of the
simulation is described in section 2, followed by the single crystal
plasticity model accounting for the irradiation-induced defects in
section 3. Results of the simulations are presented and discussed in
section 4. Conclusions are drawn in section 5.

Throughout this paper, scalars, vectors, second order tensors
and fourth order tensors are denoted respectively by a, a, ae and a

z
.

Simple and double contractions are written as a:b; ae : be; and ae : b
z
,

and tensor product as a5b. With the components expressed in
a Cartesian coordinate system with an orthonormal basis
ðe1; e2; e3Þ, the tensorial notation can be expressed as
a:b ¼ aibi; ae : be ¼ aijbij; a

z
: be ¼ aijklbkl; and a5b ¼ aibj; where

repeated indices are summed.

2. Unit cell simulations

Ductile fracture of metals and alloys at moderate to high stress
triaxiality (the ratio of the mean stress to the von Mises equivalent
stress) is well-known to be controlled by void nucleation, growth
and coalescence. Since the seminal works by McClintock [21], Rice
and Tracey [22] and Gurson [23], numerous studies have been
investigating ductile fracture by different approaches relying on
experimental, analytical and numerical methods. Readers are
referred to the recent reviews in Refs. [24e26] for more details.
Among the possible methods, Unit Cell (UC) Finite Element (FE)
computations, performed on a representative volume element with
one or several voids, are widely used. After the pioneering work of
Needleman [27], UC simulations have allowed the study of ductile
fracture process (see, e.g., [28,29] for void nucleation, [30,31] for
void growth and coalescence), to assess and calibrate phenome-
nological or physically based models (see, e.g., [32,33]).

In this study, the UC model is used to analyze growth and coa-
lescence of pre-existing voids in single crystals. The voids can either
be nucleated from irradiation-induced precipitates or be swelling
voids. These two kinds of voids are not distinguished. The FE
formulation of the problem is similar to that of Ling et al. [16] and it
is briefly reviewed in the following. The simulations are performed
within a finite strain framework for single crystal plasticity based
on the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F.
The constitutive equations will be described in the next section.

2.1. FE formulation

The simulations are performed with the FE software Zset
[34,35]. Throughout the paper, variables at microscopic and
macroscopic scale are distinguished. The variables with an overline
symbol (e.g., Fe) are used for macroscopic scale at which an effective
behavior of the unit cell is observed, while the variables without
the overline symbol describe the behavior at the microscopic scale,
i.e., at each material point inside the unit cell.

The problem setup is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
distribution of voids in the single crystal is homogeneous. Thus, a
unit cell, i.e., a representative elementary volume, Utot

0 can be
considered as a cube of length L0 with a spherical void of radius R0
at its center (see Fig. 2a). Notice that L0 characterizes the average
distance between voids. Thus, the initial void volume fraction f0 is



Fig. 1. Problem setup for unit cell simulations.

Fig. 2. Unit cell: (a) the geometry, (b) half of the FE mesh with f0 ¼ 0:01.
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f0 ¼ 4
3
p
R30
L30

: (1)

The edges of the unit cell are initially parallel to the Cartesian
coordinate xi-axes.

The unit cell is meshed with reduced-integration quadratic
hexahedral elements (see Fig. 2b). Numerical periodic homogeni-
zation at finite strains is used for the simulations and the elements
are enhanced by introducing average strains (Fij) as degrees of
freedom. The unit cell is subjected to periodic boundary conditions
expressed by:

u ¼ Fe:X þ v; (2)

where Fe denotes the macroscopic deformation gradient, ue the
displacement vector and ve a periodic fluctuation vector which obey
the following periodicity condition:

v
�
xþ

�
¼ v

�
x�

�
(3)

where xþ and x� denote the position of homologous nodes on
opposite faces of the unit cell. The use of periodic boundary con-
ditions implies that fracture is investigated at the microstructural
level (failure by internal necking in the present case) so that plastic
localization which occurs at a structural level (e.g. diffuse necking
or shear band localization) cannot be directly predicted by the
approach. The constitutive relations derived from the unit cell an-
alyses such as the Gurson-like model proposed in Refs. [16,36] can
however be applied at the structural level.

The microscopic first PiolaeKirchhoff stress tensor Se and the
associated macroscopic tensor Se are related by

Se ¼ 1
V tot
0

Z
Utot

0

Se dV0 ¼ ð1� f0Þ
1

Vmat
0

Z
Umat

0

Se dV0; (4)

where V tot
0 and Vmat

0 denote respectively the total volume of the
unit cell and the volume of the matrix in the reference configura-
tion. In uniaxial tension, the first PiolaeKirchhoff stress corre-
sponds to the so-called engineering stress.

The macroscopic Cauchy stress tensor se is related to the
macroscopic first PiolaeKirchhoff stress tensor by:

se ¼ 1
J
Se :FeT ; (5)

with J ¼ detðFeÞ. The Cauchy stress tensor corresponds to the true
stress in the uniaxial tension case.

The microscopic deformation gradient Fe and the macroscopic
tensor Fe are related by:

Fe ¼ 1
V tot
0

Z
Utot

0

Fe dV0: (6)

Constantmacroscopic Cauchy stress triaxiality T is imposedwith

se ¼
24s11 0 0

0 s22 0
0 0 s33

35 ¼ s11

241 0 0
0 h2 0
0 0 h3

35 ¼ s11se0 (7)

with



Fig. 3. Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient.
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h2 ¼ s22
s11

; h3 ¼ s33
s11

;0 � h2; h3 � 1; (8)

such that

T ¼ sm
seq

¼ 1þ h2 þ h3

3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� h2 � h3 � h2h3 þ h22 þ h23

q : (9)

Only axisymmetric loadings are considered here, which implies
that h2 ¼ h3 ¼ h and that the imposed macroscopic Cauchy stress
triaxiality is

T ¼ 1þ 2h
3ð1� hÞ: (10)

The method used to impose a constant triaxiality is described in
Ref. [16]. In the simulation, an initial void volume fraction equal to
f0 ¼ 0:01 is considered. In most engineering materials the volume
fraction of inclusions leading to void nucleation is much smaller
(typically in the range 10�4 to 10�3). However swelling due to
irradiation can cause a volume increase up to 0.1 (see e.g. Ref. [37])
so that f0 ¼ 0:01 corresponds to intermediate swelling. Moderate to
high stress triaxialities are investigated (see Table 1). These rela-
tively high stress triaxialities correspond to those encountered in
ductile failure process zones, such as in the vicinity of a crack tip.

3. Single crystal plasticity model

Crystal plasticity models accounting for the irradiation-induced
degradation of mechanical properties of metals and alloys have
recently been developed, such as that of Xiao et al. [38] for Fe-Cr
alloys, Barton et al. [39], Hu et al. [40] and Xiao et al. [41] for iron,
Arsenlis et al. [42], Rahul and De [43] and Xiao et al. [44] for copper,
and Patra and McDowell [45,46] for ferritic/martensitic steels. The
model used in the present study was developed in the work of Han
[47] for austenitic stainless steels irradiated in PWR's conditions
and then used by Hure et al. [48] for studying the intergranular
stress distribution in irradiated stainless steels. The influence of
irradiation-induced microstructural defects on strain hardening
and softening is taken into account in the model. The model is
developed within a finite strain framework. It accounts for the ef-
fect of irradiation dose on the hardening/softening law in post-
irradiation testing.

3.1. Kinematics

The framework is based on the multiplicative decomposition of
the deformation gradient Fe [49,50] (see Fig. 3):

Fe ¼ Ee : Pe ; (11)

with the elastic part Ee and the plastic part Pe. It is assumed that the
crystal deforms by gliding of dislocations on prescribed slip planes
with the normal ns in the direction ms (s ¼ 1;2;…;N). A lattice
orientation, specified by the directors ns and ms, is attributed to
each material point. The lattice direction is the same in the initial
configuration C0 and in the intermediate configuration Ci.

The velocity gradient Le can be decomposed into two parts:
Table 1
Values of the stress triaxiality T and corresponding h used in the simulations.

h 0.4 0.538 0.625 0.727
T 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0
Le ¼ _Fe :Fe�1 ¼ Lee þ Ee :Lep:Ee�1; (12)

with the elastic part of the velocity gradient Lee in the current
configuration C

Lee ¼ _Ee :Ee�1; (13)

and the plastic part of the velocity gradient Lep in the intermediate
configuration Ci

Lep ¼ _Pe :Pe�1: (14)

3.2. Definition of stresses

According to Mandel's approach [50] (see also [51,52]), stress
tensors are defined as follows.

The second PiolaeKirchhoff stress tensor Pe e, defined with
respect to the intermediate configuration Ci, is given by

Pe e ¼ JeEe�1:se :Ee�T ; (15)

where se is the Cauchy stress defined in the current configuration C
and Je is the determinant of the tensor Ee.The elastic GreeneLagrange strain tensor EeeGL is defined as

EeeGL ¼ 1
2

�
EeT :Ee�1e

�
: (16)

Pe e is related to EeeGL by the elasticity law:

Pe e ¼ C
z

: EeeGL; (17)

where C
z
is the fourth-order anisotropic elasticity tensor, which can

be expressed in terms of three parameters C11, C12 and C44 for cubic
elasticity.

In addition, the driving force for single crystal plasticity is
known as theMandel stressMe , which is thework-conjugate to Lep inthe intermediate configuration:

Me ¼ JeEeT :se :Ee�T ¼ EeT :Ee :Pe e: (18)

3.3. Flow rule

For each slip system s, a yield function can be defined as:
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fs ¼ ��ts��� tsc; (19)

where ts is the resolved shear stress and tsc is the critical resolved
shear stress (CRSS). ts is defined with the Mandel stress:

ts ¼ Me : Ne s; (20)

where Ne s denotes the Schmid tensor with Nes ¼ ms5ns. For each
slip system, yielding occurs for fs � 0. The plastic strain rate Lep canbe defined as

Lep ¼ _Pe :Pe�1 ¼
XN
s¼1

signðtsÞ _gsNe s; (21)

with the total number of slip systems N and the plastic slip rate _gs

given by

_gs ¼ _gref

*
fs

tref

+n

; (22)

where _gref is a reference slip rate and tref is a reference resolved
shear stress. Note that 〈 � 〉 ¼ � if �>0, else 〈 � 〉 ¼ 0.
3.4. Hardening rule

The slip resistance tsc, i.e., the critical resolved shear stress, on a
particular slip system s is decomposed into a thermal part tsT and an
athermal part tsA:

tsc ¼ tsT þ tsA: (23)

tsT corresponds to lattice friction which is dependent on tempera-
ture and assumed to be constant at a given temperature. tsA rep-
resents the athermal contribution of the flow stress. Three terms
are considered to contribute to the athermal slip resistance for the
irradiated material:

tsA ¼ mbD

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX12
u

asuruD

vuut
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
dislocation term

þaLmbL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX4
p

fLr
p
L

vuut
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

loop term

þ taexp
�
� gs

g0

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
unpinning term

;

(24)

where bD is the norm of the Burgers vector of dislocations, m the
shear modulus, ruD the dislocation density of system u, asu the
matrix of long-range interactions between dislocations, aL a
parameter setting the relative contribution of Frank loops to the
hardening, bL the norm of the Burgers vector of Frank loops, fL the
mean diameter of Frank loops, rpL the density of Frank loops in the
slip plane p, ta a reference shear stress for dislocation unpinning
and g0 a coefficient to adjust the avalanche speed after unpinning
the dislocations. The form of interaction matrix asu is given in
Appendix A for FCC crystals.

The first term (called the dislocation term in the following) on
the right-hand side of eq. (24) is the slip resistance provided by the
interaction of dislocation network [53]. The second term (loop
term) accounts for the effect of Frank loops generated by irradiation
impeding dislocation motion. Based on Mughrabi's observation
[54] that the junction energy of dislocations and loops is signifi-
cantly greater than that of thermal activation, the hardening due to
Frank loops is considered to contribute to the athermal part. The
third term (unpinning term) is introduced based on the observation
by Tanguy et al. [55] that the hardening effect is under-estimated if
only the hardening due to Frank loops is considered as a dispersed
barrier hardening. This unpinning term aims at modeling the static
ageing effects arising once irradiation defect cascades are present in
the material microstructure [56e58]. For the unirradiated material,
only the dislocation term is considered.

The description of the evolution of dislocation densities is based
on two mechanisms: the multiplication and the annihilation of
dislocations [59e63]. The dislocation density rsD follows:

_rsD ¼ 1
bD

�
1
Ls

� gcrsD

�
_gs; (25)

where Ls is the mean free path of the dislocation segment before
being stopped at obstacles in the form of forest dislocations and gc
is the critical distance controlling the annihilation of dislocations
with opposite signs. For unirradiated crystals, Ls is written as

Ls ¼ LsD ¼ kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP12
u bsuruD

q : (26)

The k parameter is proportional to the number of obstacles
crossed by a dislocation before being pinned. The matrix bsu de-
scribes the interaction between dislocations; it has the same form
as the interaction matrix asu (see Appendix A). In irradiated stain-
less steels, Frank loops are not rigid obstacles. Molecular dynamics
simulations [64] showed that Frank loops can interact with dislo-
cations, resulting in the unfaulting of the loops. According to Yang
et al. [65], dislocations can be emitted from the circumference of
the loop during the interaction. These results motivate the modi-
fication of the mean free path Ls in order to include the influence of
Frank loops; it is assumed to take the following form:

1
Ls

¼ 1
LsD

þ 1
LL

; (27)

where LsD is still given by eq. (26) and the Frank loop contribution to
the mean free path writes

LL ¼
kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kdl
P4

pfLr
p
L

q ; (28)

where kdl is a coefficient setting the effective interaction between
Frank loops and dislocations.

The model proposed by Krishna and his co-workers [66,67] is
adopted to describe the evolution of Frank loop densities. It is based
on the mechanism of annihilation of Frank loops by dislocations
gliding in the loop's plane. The probability and frequency of the
annihilation of a Frank loop are taken into account. The decrease
rate of Frank loop density _rpL on plane p is

_rpL ¼ �A

0@ X
s2planeðpÞ

rsD

1A fL

bD

	
rpL � rsatL


0@ X
s2planeðpÞ

_gs

1A; (29)

where A denotes the annihilation area and rsatL the stabilized
effective density of Frank loops. s2planeðpÞ represents all the
dislocation slip systems having the same slip plane as the Frank
loop p.
4. Results and discussions

FCC single crystal lattice is considered with 12 dislocation slip
systems (N ¼ 12) specified by the slip direction vector ms and the
normal vector ns to the slip plane (see Table 2). Frank loops are



Table 2
Slip systems in FCC single crystals. The labels are given according to the SchmideBoas convention [70].

s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
label B4 B2 B5 D4 D1 D6 A2 A6 A3 C5 C3 C1
ns ð111Þ ð111Þ ð111Þ ð111Þ
ms ½101� ½011� ½110� ½101� ½011� ½110� ½011� ½110� ½101� ½110� ½101� ½011�
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supposed to remain on the four f111g dislocation slip planes (see
Table 3). The orientation of the cubic unit cell is characterized by
the orientation of its principal axes (x1, x2 and x3 in Fig. 2a)
expressed in the FCC lattice frame. Three orientations are chosen:
½100�e½010�e½001�, ½111�e½211�e½011� and ½125�e½121�e½210�. For
the sake of brevity, the lattice direction along the principle loading
direction (the axis x1) is used to designate the crystallographic
orientation, i.e., ½100�, ½111� and ½125� (Table 4). The orientations
correspond to different number of primary slip systems of void-free
crystals in axisymmetric loading (see Table 4) and different sym-
metries about the coordinate planes. In uniaxial tension, ½100� is a
multiple slip (8 primary slip systems) orientation with mirror
symmetry about three coordinate planes; ½111� is a multiple slip (6
primary slip systems) orientation with mirror symmetry about the
x1ex2 coordinate plane, and ½125� represents single slip orientation
with no mirror symmetry about the coordinate planes. Note that
the same primary slip systems are activated in axisymmetric
loading as in uniaxial tension along axis x1. Schmid factors are also
calculated for the three orientations in the case of uniaxial tension
along axis x1.

Thematerial parameters used in the simulations were identified
in the work of Han [47] for 304L stainless steels irradiated up to 13
dpa. The identification of the material parameters was performed
by fitting a polycrystalline aggregate FE model response to the
tensile test results of Pokor et al. [2,3] at 340 �C. Among the pa-
rameters, asu and bsu are two matrices (12� 12 for FCC single
crystal), describing the interaction between dislocations. Each of
them is constructed by 6 independent parameters: a1; a2;/; a6 for
asu and b1; b2;/; b6 for bsu (see Appendix A). The values of ai with
i ¼ 1;2;/;6 are obtained by discrete dislocation dynamics [68].
However, to the authors' knowledge, no study has been conducted
for bi with i ¼ 1;2;/;6 and they are supposed to take the values
listed in Table 5. Due to the crystal structure and to the considered
slip systems, tsT can be considered as having the same value for all
systems. The initial dislocation density is supposed to be equal for
every system. Hence, the initial value of the dislocation density for
system s is rsD

��
ini ¼ rtotD =12, where rtotD is the total dislocation den-

sity measured in experiments. The same hypothesis is made for the
density of Frank loops and each system has an initial value of Frank
loop density following rpL

��
ini ¼ rtotL =4 with the total Frank loop
Table 3
Frank loop systems. PlaneðpÞ denotes the normal to the plane of system p.

p 1 2 3 4

planeðpÞ ð111Þ ð111Þ ð111Þ ð111Þ

Table 4
Crystal orientations, number and Schmid factor of primary slip systems. Schmid factors

Name Crystallographic orientation along x1ex2ex3 Num

½100� ½100�e½010�½001� 8

½111� ½111�e½211�½011� 6

½125� ½125�e½121�½210� 1
density being rtotL [69]. bD is the norm of the Burgers vector
1
2 a<110> of dislocations and bL is the norm of the Burgers vector
1
2 a<111> of Frank loops. Two cases, unirradiated (0 dpa) and
irradiated (13 dpa), are taken into account in the following simu-
lations for emphasizing effects of the post-irradiation hardening/
softening behavior on void growth and coalescence. The parame-
ters for the two cases are listed in Table 5. Results of the simulations
are presented and discussed in the following.
4.1. Void-free single crystal: a reference

Simulations are first performed using a single finite element.
The results will provide a reference for comparisons with the
porous single crystal. Fig. 4a shows the evolution of the overall first
PiolaeKirchhoff stress component S11 with respect to the strain
measure F11 � 1 of the void-free single crystal (dashed lines) for the
unirradiated state (0 dpa) and the irradiated state (13 dpa) for the
100� orientation at T ¼ 1. Recall that the first PiolaeKirchhoff stress
corresponds to the engineering stress in uniaxial tension. The strain
measure F11 � 1 corresponds the engineering strain along the
principal loading direction. For 0 dpa, a strain hardening regime can
be observed, which is related to the interaction among dislocations
considered in eq. (24) and eq. (25). With increasing strain, S11 de-
creases slightly, since S11 is evaluated on the undeformed section.
This corresponds to the cross section areal reduction of the unit cell
due to finite strains. Note that the Cauchy stress s11 is increasing in
that case due to hardening and to the absence of damage.
Compared to the behavior at 0 dpa, the void-free single crystal at 13
dpa displays a marked increase of the yield stress and a sharp
softening at the beginning of the plastic regime followed by a slight
hardening. This sharp softening corresponds, according to the
observation in the experiments [2,3], to the unpinning term in eq.
(24). In Fig. 4b, stressestrain curves are presented for T ¼ 3. The
maximum stresses at T ¼ 3 are larger than those at T ¼ 1. In the
case of void-free crystals, the increase in stress when stress triax-
iality is increased is entirely due to the pressure change for a given
crystal orientation as the cell is pressure insensitive (Schmid's law);
indeed the inherent plastic anisotropy plays a role when orienta-
tion is also changed.

The stressestrain curves are also shown in Fig. 5 for the ½111�
orientation and Fig. 6 for ½125�. The ½111� orientation exhibits
similar stressestrain response as the ½100� orientation. A higher
stress level is reached due to the lower Schmid factor of primary
slip systems (see Table 4). However, the ½125� orientation displays a
different response. Recall that the ½125� orientation has only one
primary slip system (s ¼ 1) and one secondary slip system (s ¼ 12).
For 0 dpa, a change in the hardening rate can be observed, which is
of primary slip systems are obtained for uniaxial tension along the axis x1.

ber of primary slip systems Schmid factor for primary slip systems
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Table 5
Material parameters for the simulations [47,48].

C11 C12 C44 n tref _gref
199 GPa 136 GPa 105 GPa 15 6.3 MPa 10�3s�1

tsT m gc k bD bL
88 MPa 66 GPa 2.64 nm 42.8 2.54 Å 2.08 Å

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
0.124 0.124 0.07 0.625 0.137 0.122

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6
0 1 1 1 1 1

0 dpa 13 dpa

fL e 7.3 nm
aL e 0.57
kdl e 1:7� 10�7

A e 1:25� 10�12m2

rsatL e 1022m�3

ta e 61.2 MPa
g0 e 5� 10�3

rsD
��
ini 8:3� 108m�2 1:6� 108m�2

rpL
��
ini

e 1:6� 1022m�3

Fig. 4. Overall stressestrain curves of unit cells with void (f0 ¼ 0:01, solid lines) and w
orientation is ½100�e½010�e½001�. (a) T ¼ 1, (b) T ¼ 3.

Fig. 5. Overall stressestrain curves of unit cells with void (f0 ¼ 0:01, solid lines) and w
orientation is ½111�e½211�e½011�. (a) T ¼ 1, (b) T ¼ 3.
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associated with the activation of the secondary slip system leading
to greater strain hardening. At 13 dpa and before the activation of
the second slip system, results show the initial load drop (unpin-
ning term) followed a limited hardening. The activation of the
secondary system at about F11 � 1 ¼ 0:25 has several conse-
quences: (1) it activates the unpinning term of eq. (24) for s ¼ 12, as
g12 starts to increase, causing a dramatic drop in its slip resistance
(indicated by a arrow in Fig. 8b); (2) it annihilates Frank loops in the
slip plane p ¼ 4, resulting in a decrease in the Frank loop density r4D
(see Fig. 7b); (3) the decreasing Frank loop density leads to a small
reduction in the component of the athermal slip resistance related
with the dislocation-loop interaction, i.e., loop term in eq. (24), for
the slip system s ¼ 1 and s ¼ 12 (see the blue lines in Fig. 8a and b).
After this transient evolution, a smooth load decrease is once again
observed due to cross section reduction.
4.2. Porous single crystal: stressestrain response

Fig. 4a also presents overall stressestrain responses of the
voided single crystal (solid lines) for the ½100� orientation at T ¼ 1.
For the voided single crystal, the stress level that can be reached is
reduced compared to the void-free one at both 0 dpa and 13 dpa.
ithout void (dashed lines) at irradiated and unirradiated state. The crystallographic

ithout void (dashed lines) at irradiated and unirradiated state. The crystallographic



Fig. 6. Overall stressestrain curves of unit cells with void (f0 ¼ 0:01, solid lines) and without void (dashed lines) at irradiated and unirradiated state. The crystallographic
orientation is ½125�e½121�e½210�. (a) T ¼ 1, (b) T ¼ 3.

Fig. 7. Evolution of (a) plastic slip and (b) Frank loop density for the activated systems in irradiated void-free single crystal for ½125� at T ¼ 3.

Fig. 8. Evolution of the athermal slip resistance tsA and its components for the activated systems (a) s ¼ 1 and (b) s ¼ 12 in irradiated void-free single crystal for ½125� at T ¼ 3.
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Moreover, strain hardening at 0 dpa is weakened and the strain
softening at 13 dpa is enhanced because of void growth. After
reaching a certain strain level, the stress decreases more rapidly
due to void coalescence with a greater void growth rate. This trend
is in agreement with the work of Koplik and Needleman [71] on a
von Mises material. However in the present case the load drop
appears as less pronounced than in this work. The onset of void
coalescence (, on the graphs) is characterized by the transition to



Fig. 9. Evolution of void volume fraction for three crystallographic orientations under four stress triaxialities: (a) T ¼ 1:0, (b) T ¼ 1:5, (c) T ¼ 2:0 and (d) T ¼ 3:0. f0 ¼ 0:01. Solid
lines are for irradiated materials and dashed lines for unirradiated materials.
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a uniaxial straining associated to the localization of the plastic flow
in the intervoid ligament.

With stress triaxiality increasing up to T ¼ 3 as shown in Fig. 4b,
strain softening begins earlier than at T ¼ 1. Voids also lead to the
decrease of the yield stress. This effect is stronger for the irradiated
material. The presence of the void induces a plastic strain gradient
Fig. 10. Influence of stress triaxiality and crystallographic orientation on (a) the critical defo
for various crystallographic orientations. f0 ¼ 0:01. Solid lines are for irradiated materials a
so that the cell is progressively yielded, which prevents the
macroscopic sharp peak load associated with the unpinning term.
In addition, the strain hardening regime following initial softening
which was observed on the void-free material completely disap-
pears. Instead, the voided single crystal exhibits a strong softening.
At the structural level this kind of behavior can lead to strain
rmation F11c � 1 and (b) the critical void volume fraction fc at the onset of coalescence
nd dashed lines for unirradiated materials.



Fig. 11. Field of accumulated slip on x1ex2 middle cross section on of the unit cell for
½100�. (a) T ¼ 1:5 and F11 � 1 ¼ 0:35, (b) T ¼ 3:0 and F11 � 1 ¼ 0:2.
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localization (so called “shear bands”) and consequently to a quasi-
brittle behavior.

The stressestrains curves are also shown in Fig. 5 for the ½111�
orientation and Fig. 6 for ½125�. Effects of the voids shown at 0 dpa
and 13 dpa for both orientations are similar to those for ½100�.
However some differences were observed and are described in the
following. In that case the onset of coalescence does not lead to a
significant change in the softening rate.

For ½111�, the peak stress drops by about 50% at 13 dpa at T ¼ 3
due to the presence of voids. This peak drop is more severe than
that observed for ½100� and ½125�. This effect is related to the low
Schmid factor of this orientation. As already outlined above, the
presence of voids creates a plastic strain gradient so that the local
Schmid factor in areas close to the void boundary is higher than the
nominal Schmid factor; this promotes an early yielding of the cell.

The presence of the plastic strain gradient around the void
strongly influences the cell behavior for the ½125� orientation. In the
voided single crystal, different slip systems are activated in the
vicinity of the void and multiple slip occurs whereas single slip
prevails in the sound material. As a result, the single to double slip
transition is not observed. In addition, latent hardening is locally
triggered at the early stages of deformation so that the voided
crystal may exhibit a higher flow stress up to a given strain where
void growth will induce softening (see Fig. 6b for 0 dpa).

4.3. Porous single crystal: void growth

The evolution of the void volume fraction f under a fixed stress
triaxiality T2f1;1:5;2;3g is presented in Fig. 9. As expected, void
growth rate increases with the stress triaxiality for whatever
orientation. For both unirradiated and irradiated voided single
crystals, the void growth rate is the highest for the ½111� orientation
for all considered triaxialities and a quasi-absence of void growth is
predicted for 125 with T ¼ 1. As shown in Ref. [16], this is due to
single slip which cannot lead to void growth. For the ½125� orien-
tation, however, void growth becomes significant and cannot be
neglected as the stress triaxiality reaches T ¼ 1:5 as shown in
Fig. 9b.

Compared with unirradiated single crystal, a higher growth rate
(with respect to the overall strain F11) is systematically observed in
the irradiated crystal before the onset of coalescence for all inves-
tigated orientations and triaxialities. The effect of the irradiation is
particularly strong at moderate stress triaxialities (i.e. T ¼ 1:5 (see
Fig. 9b) and T ¼ 2 (see Fig. 9c)) for the ½125� orientation. In those
cases, the void growth rate at the beginning of plastic regime is
multiplied by 2.5 and 1.7 for the irradiated crystal.

4.4. Porous single crystal: onset of coalescence

According to Koplik and Needleman [71], the onset of void
coalescence is characterized by the transition to a uniaxial straining
associated to the localization of the plastic flow in the intervoid
ligament. In this work, it is determined by plotting the transverse
macroscopic strain F33 � 1 as a function of the longitudinal
macroscopic strain F11 � 1. It is observed that F33 � 1 reaches a
stabilized value. The time step for which the transverse strain F33 �
1 reaches 99% of its stabilized value, is regarded as the onset of
coalescence. The corresponding longitudinal F11 � 1 and porosity
are defined as the critical strain F11c � 1 and critical porosity fc at
the onset of coalescence. Porosity f is computed as the ratio of the
void volume to the cell volume. In the void coalescence regime, the
void growth rate is fully determined by the coalescence kinematics
(uniaxial straining).

The critical strain F11c � 1 for the onset of coalescence is plotted
as a function of stress triaxiality T for the three orientations in
Fig. 10a. The decrease of F11c � 1 with increasing stress triaxiality
can be observed for a given orientation. In contrast to the unirra-
diated cases, the onset of coalescence occurs at a smaller strain in
the irradiated single crystals. Especially for the ½125� orientation,
the decrease of F11c � 1 even reaches about 40% at T ¼ 1:5.

The evolution of critical void volume fraction fc for the onset of
coalescence as a function of stress triaxiality T is presented in
Fig. 10b. Considering one crystallographic orientation, fc is almost
unchanged for a given irradiation level. The ½111� orientation shows
a higher fc than the ½100� and ½125� orientations. With stress tri-
axialities varying from 1.5 to 3, similar values of fc are predicted for
½100� and ½125�. Given one orientation, the value of fc of the irra-
diated single crystals is lower than that of unirradiated ones.
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4.5. Porous single crystal: fields of accumulated plastic slip

In order to study the plastic deformation in the region near the
void, the accumulated plastic slip gcum is considered. It is defined
as:

gcum ¼
X12
s¼1

gs: (30)

The fields of gcum in the middle x1ex2 cross section (Fig. 2a) are
shown in Fig. 11 for ½100� with T ¼ 1:5 (F11 � 1 ¼ 0:35) and T ¼ 3
(F11 � 1 ¼ 0:2). The evolution of the void shape is different at
different stress triaxialities. In particular, at a relatively low stress
triaxiality T ¼ 1:5, the void becomes elongated along the loading
axis x1. Moreover, at the same stress triaxiality, a more significant
localization of plastic slip is observed in the irradiated case than
that in the unirradiated case, especially in the horizontal region
near the void. This leads to a larger deformation of the void along
the horizontal axis in the irradiated case, resulting in a faster void
growth and an earlier void coalescence as shown in the previous
Fig. 12. Field of accumulated slip on x1ex2 middle cross section on of the unit cell for
½111� with (a) T ¼ 1:5 and (b) T ¼ 3:0. F11 � 1 ¼ 0:14.
section (see Fig. 9). These results for the irradiated porous single
crystal, combined with the rather brittle overall behavior shown in
section 4.2, are consistent with Neustroev and Garner's experi-
mental observation [11] in AISI 321 stainless steels irradiated in
BOR-60, which showed an embrittlement after irradiation at the
macroscopic level but a large amount of deformation at the failure
site showing fine dimples.

The fields of gcum are presented for ½111� and ½125� in Figs.12 and
13. For these two orientations, the voids develop different
deformed shapes. Especially for ½111�, a rotation of the void is
observed which is caused by the shearing of the matrix, associated
with the anisotropy of the single crystal. Besides, the void displays
different shapes in other cross sections, e.g., the x1ex3 cross section,
which has been discussed in Ref. [16]; this point is out of the scope
Fig. 13. Field of accumulative slip on x1ex2 middle cross section of the unit cell for
½125�. (a) T ¼ 1:5 and F11 � 1 ¼ 0:50, (b) T ¼ 3:0 and F11 � 1 ¼ 0:2.
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of this work. Furthermore, in the irradiated case, again, more sig-
nificant plastic slip localization can be seen for ½111� and ½125� than
that in the unirradiated cases. Larger voids can be observed in the
irradiated cases, especially for ½125� at T ¼ 1:5 (Fig. 13a) which is
consistent with faster void growth presented in Fig. 9.

Comparison of cell simulations for the un-irradiated and irra-
diated single crystals shows that the strong softening caused by
dislocation unpinning has also no impact on the behavior of the
voided cell. As mentioned above, the sharp load drop obtained for
the sound single crystal disappears due to strain gradients around
the void. In addition un-pinning does not cause localized defor-
mation bands within the matrix as in the case of amorphous
polymers as shown by unit cell simulations reported in Ref. [18].
This is due to the fact that softening for the single crystal occurs
over a small strain increment (<1%); softening is then immedi-
ately followed by hardening. Due to the strain gradient a localized
band cannot be formed. The situation is opposite in the case of
polymers as softening is observed over wide plastic strain ranges
(up to 50%).
5. Conclusions

In this work, the void growth and coalescence at constant stress
triaxiality in irradiated FCC single crystals are investigated using
unit cell FE simulations. A single crystal plasticity model is used
accounting for the modification of mechanical properties associ-
ated to the irradiation-induced defects. From these unit cell simu-
lations, the following conclusions can be drawn:

� The crystal orientation, i.e., the plastic anisotropy, has an sig-
nificant impact on void growth in FCC single crystals, which has
already been shown in a previous work [16].

� Voids grow at a higher rate in the irradiated single crystal in
relation with a lower hardening rate as observed for von Mises
matrix materials [72].

� The onset of void coalescence occurs at a smaller value of the
overall strain and at a smaller value of the void volume fraction
in the irradiated crystals.

� More significant plastic strain localization in the region near the
void is predicted in the irradiated crystal, correlated with the
faster void growth and earlier onset of void coalescence.
� Brittle-like overall behavior is predicted at high level of stress
triaxiality, i.e. T ¼ 3, in the voided irradiated crystal, while a
large amount of plastic deformation is reached in the vicinity of
the void. These results are in agreement with the experimental
observations in the literature.

� For a given crystal orientation, the porosity at coalescence does
not depend on stress triaxiality. However the corresponding
value depends on crystal orientation.

It should be noted that the interaction between channel defor-
mation and void growth which has been observed in Ref. [8] is not
considered in the present work. According to [8], channel defor-
mation can decrease void growth rate. In addition to unit cell
simulations, the effective behaviors of voided single crystals have
been modeled in Ref. [16] at finite strains and the model can be
extended by coupling it with the crystal plasticity model for irra-
diated materials presented in this work.

In addition, intragranular voids have considered in this work;
they can correspond to irradiation-induced swelling voids or to
voids nucleated on irradiation-induced precipitates during plastic
straining. The former can lead to nano-sized fracture dimples and
their size can be as small as 20e30 nm according to [8]. The latter,
as reported in Ref. [9], can result in fracture dimples of size <10 mm
in irradiated steels, which is smaller than in unirradiated materials
size >25 mm. In a word, voids of different sizes exist in irradiated
steels. Moreover, it is well known that size effects in plasticity exist
at the crystal level (see, e.g., [73e77]) and size effects in turn are
also expected on void growth and coalescence [78,79]. It is hence of
importance to investigate the effect of void size on the ductile
fracture process and fracture toughness at the grain scale. This can
be done using enhanced continuum theories for the single crystal
accounting for internal lengths such as those in Refs. [80e82]. This
aspect will be considered in a future work.
Appendix A. Form of the asu and bsu matrices

In FCC single crystals, the matrices asu and bsu (s;u ¼ 1;2;/;12)
have respectively 12� 12 ¼ 144 coefficients. For symmetry rea-
sons, the number of coefficients is reduced to six, i.e., ai and bi with
i ¼ 1;2;/;6 [83]. asu is constructed as follows:
(A.1)
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In the matrix, a1 corresponds to self hardening, a2 to coplanar
interaction, a3 to Hirth locks, a4 to collinear interaction, a5 to
glissile junctions and a6 to Lomer locks. Thematrix bsu has the same
structure as asu and is not presented here for the sake of brevity.
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